In this paper, we describe a synthesis algorithm for safety specifications described as circuits. Our algorithm is based on fixpoint computations, abstraction and refinement, it uses binary decision diagrams as symbolic data structure. We evaluate our tool on the benchmarks provided by the organizers of the synthesis competition organized within the SYNT'14 workshop.
Introduction
The model-checking approach to verification of reactive systems is as follows. Given a model of the system together with a description of the environment in which it is embedded, and a specification that formalizes a property of interest of the system, an algorithm verifies that all the possible behaviors of the system within its environment comply with the specification. Model-checking has been proposed in the eighties and is now a standard technique to improve the reliability of reactive systems.
Synthesis goes a step further: synthesis only requires a model of the environment together with a specification of a property that the system must enforce within the environment, it does not require a model of the system. From the description of the environment and the property, an algorithm tries to build automatically a system that is correct by construction, i.e. a system which enforces the specification. If such a system does not exist then the synthesis algorithm can also provide feedback in the form of a strategy for the environment that enforces the negation of the specification and so shows why the specification cannot be realized.
The synthesis problem can be formalized as a two-player game on a graph with an omega-regular objective. While the theory that underlines those games is now well understood, see e.g. [27] , there are only a few implementations available [2, 11, 13, 24] and the sizes of systems on which synthesis has been applied are usually much smaller than the sizes of systems for which model-checking has been successfully applied.
This paper describes our experiences with building a prototype of tool to participate to the first synthesis competition organized within the SYNT'14 workshop. The set up for this competition is as follows. Given a sequential circuit description with exactly one output signal and a partition of its input signals into controllable inputs that belongs to the system (to synthesize) and uncontrollable inputs that belong to the environment, decide if there is a strategy to choose the controllable input signals such that no matter how the uncontrollable input signals are updated along the execution of the circuit, the output of the circuit is always low. In terms of two player games, the winning condition (the specification) for the system is thus a safety objective. If a winning strategy exists for the system, then build a circuit which implements this strategy.
The realizability problem for safety specifications is known to be solvable in linear time with respect to the size of the underlying game graph (see, e.g. [14, 27] ). However, here the underlying graph is given implicitly and succinctly by the circuit description and in this case the problem is known to be complete for EXP (see, e.g. [22] ). To combat the state explosion problem, we adapt two classical techniques that have proven useful in the context of model-checking: we use binary decision diagrams [3] as a data structure to represent and manipulate symbolically sets of configurations of the circuit specification, and we use abstraction and refinement to simplify the underlying game and lower its dimension (the number of Boolean variables that are necessary for its description). The abstraction refinement algorithm that we have defined can be seen as combining the ideas of [1] and [16] together with binary decision diagrams (BDDs) and some additional heuristics, all this formalized with abstract interpretation as in [17] .
We have implemented a fixpoint computation together with several optimizations that lead to a synthesis algorithm that is able to handle circuits with several tens of latches and a few hundreds of gates. We report on the experiments that we have conducted on all the benchmarks provided by the organizers of the synthesis competition that were available at the time of submission. In a vast majority of the benchmarks the best performing version of our algorithm is the plain fixpoint algorithm that does not use abstraction at all. However, to be efficient, the explicit construction of the BDDs for the transition relation needs to be avoided [4] , our solution is to use substitution of variables with BDDs as in [8] to directly compute the effect of the transition relation backwards. Nevertheless, for some examples, abstraction and refinement are necessary: our algorithm based on abstraction and refinement terminates while the basic concrete fixpoint computation does not. We think that the lack of good performance of abstraction in our experiments is partly due to the fact that there is no explicit structure in the circuit description on which we apply our analysis. In fact, we consider circuits given in a low-level description, which is neither hierarchical nor compositional, so the usual techniques used in program verification [5] does not seem to be applicable here. Another reason could also be that the benchmarks considered here are control intensive and not data oriented where abstraction seems to perform better [6] . We strongly believe that more research is necessary for understanding how to recover interesting aspects of the structure present in the circuits from their low level descriptions and use this structure in the abstraction procedure. Finally, we also report on how to synthesize a circuit from the winning region computed by our algorithm and how to exploit reachability information to decrease the size of the synthesized circuit with minimization of BDDs using don't care sets [18] .
Related works Recent efforts to find efficient algorithms for synthesis have been reported in [2] where solutions based on solvers for QBF and SAT are investigated. In that paper, the authors compare their solutions with a BDD implementation that constructs explicitly the transition relation. The conclusions of their paper resemble our conclusions: the BDD implementation usually outperforms the QBF-SAT algorithms with the exception of a few examples. Our BDD implementation that does not construct the transition relation is usually largely more efficient than the one that constructs the BDD for the transitions relation.
In [21] the authors present an algorithm for synthesis which searches for a small set of plays that witness a winning strategy for one of the players. They report their tool works well for games in which winning strategies admit compact representations.
The problem of minimization of Boolean functions used in circuit constructions has been widely studied in the logic synthesis community (e.g. [18, 20] ).
Preliminaries
We will present our algorithms in set-theoretic notation. However, in order to provide symbolic representations of sets and the implementation of set operators we will also represent sets by Boolean functions, and use both notations interchangeably. Formally, we let B = {0, 1}, and if L denotes a finite set of variables, a function L → B is called a valuation of L. Note that a valuation v defines a subset v −1 (1) of L. We will also consider Boolean functions B L → B to denote sets of valuations.
We will describe Boolean functions by first-order logic formulas on a given set of variables V , which are made of propositional logic and first-order quantification on V . A formula f whose free variables are X will be written f (X). If the free variables are X ∪Y for two sets X,Y , we may also write f (X,Y ). When we quantify over a set of variables L, we will write ∃L instead of ∃l 1 ∃l 2 . . . ∃l n if L = {l 1 , . . . , l n }, and similarly for universal quantification.
Let X,Y, Z be three sets of variables such that Y ⊆ X and X ∩ Z = ∅. Consider a formula f (X) and a set of formulas (g y (Z)) y∈Y (one for each element in Y ). We denote by f [y ← g y ] y∈Y the formula f in which every y ∈ Y has been substituted by the corresponding g y . Formally,
. This work has been implemented using BDDs [3] to perform all symbolic operations on Boolean functions. BDD packages provide optimized procedures to do substitution (see e.g. function compose in [25] ).
Circuit specifications We are interested in synthesizing controllers for synchronous sequential circuits enforcing a given safety specification, where some inputs are controllable, and others are uncontrollable. Intuitively, controllable inputs are to be determined by the controller to be synthesized, while uncontrollable inputs cannot be restricted, and are determined by the environment. A distinguished latch indicates if an error has occurred. Formally, a synchronous sequential circuit is a tuple X u , X c , L, ( f l ) l∈L , f BAD , where:
• X u , X c , L are finite sets of boolean variables representing uncontrollable inputs, controllable inputs, and latches respectively;
is the transition function that gives the valuation of l in the next step;
• f BAD is the error function f BAD : B X u × B X c × B L → B, which evaluates to true in error states.
Given a circuit, our goal is to synthesize a controller which, given any valuation of the latches and uncontrollable inputs, sets the controllable inputs, in order to ensure that the overall system never enters an error state.
We assume that (i) there is a latch BAD ∈ L which, once it becomes true, stays true, and (ii) that the latches are initialized to 0, i.e. the initial valuation is v(l) = 0 for all l.
Reachability and Safety Games The problem of controller synthesis can be formalized as a game between two players, namely, environment and controller, played on a graph (see, e.g. [27] ). Formally, an arena is a tuple G = Q, q I , Σ u , Σ c , ∆ where: (i) Q is a finite set of states; (ii) q I ∈ Q is the initial state; (iii) Σ u is a finite set of uncontrollable actions; (iv) Σ c a finite set of controllable actions;
The game is initially in state q I and is played in rounds. At every round, from state q, environment chooses an action a u from Σ u and controller responds by choosing an action a c from Σ c and a successor state s ∈ Q such that (q, a u , a c , s) ∈ ∆. We write δ instead of ∆ if the transition relation is functional.
A play in such a game consists of an infinite sequence of states, i.e. q 0 q 1 . . . ∈ Q ω , where q 0 = q I . For a play π = q 0 q 1 . . ., we denote by π[n] its (n + 1)-th state, i.e q n . A strategy of environment is a function λ env : Q * → Σ u which given a sequence of states, chooses an uncontrollable action. A strategy of controller is a function λ ctrl : Q * × Σ u → Σ c which given a sequence of states and an uncontrollable action, choses a controllable action. For π = q 0 q 1 . . . q n ∈ Q * , we denote by last(π) the last state from π, i.e. q n . We say λ env is a memoryless strategy of environment if for any π, π ∈ Q * then last(π) = last(π ) implies λ env (π) = λ env (π ). Similarly, λ ctrl is a memoryless strategy of controller if for any
A play π is consistent with a pair of strategies (λ env , λ ctrl ) if for all i ≥ 0:
Given a strategy λ ctrl of controller, we write Plays(G, λ ctrl ) the set of plays that are consistent with (λ env , λ ctrl ) for some λ env .
A safety game is a pair G, U where U ⊆ Q is a set of unsafe states. The objective of controller is to keep the play within the states Q \ U at all times. We say that λ ctrl is winning for controller if for any play π ∈ Plays(G, λ ctrl ), for all n ≥ 0, π[n] ∈ U . Otherwise, π is winning for environment, and we denote by i π the first turn in which a state in U is visited, that is
Note that in safety games, the objective of environment is to reach U . From the point of view of environment, these are in fact reachability games.
In this work we study finite safety and reachability games for which it is known that memoryless strategies suffice for either player (see, e.g. [14] ). Thus in what follows, when we speak about strategies, we mean memoryless strategies and we take strategies for environment and controller to be of the form λ env : Q → Σ u and λ ctrl : Q × Σ u → Σ c , respectively.
Safety Games For Circuits
We formalize the controller synthesis problem for circuits as safety games. Given a circuit specification
e. the valuation that assings 0 to all L), Σ u = B X u , and Σ c = B X c . So states (resp. actions) in G are valuations on latches (resp. inputs). Let q, s be valuations on latches. We define accordingly the transition function as
Realizability
Basic Fixpoint Algorithm We recall the basic fixpoint computation for solving safety games, applied here on safety games for circuits. Let C = X u , X c , L, ( f l ) l∈L , f BAD be a circuit specification and G C = Q, q I , Σ u , Σ c , δ , U the associated safety game. The set of the states from which there is no controller's strategy to ensure the safety objective can be computed by iterating an uncontrollable predecessors operator. For any S ⊆ Q, the uncontrollable predecessors of S is defined as
We denote by UPRE * (S) = µX.(S ∪ UPRE(X)), the least fixpoint of the function F :
in the µ-calculus notation (see [12] ). Note that F is defined on the powerset lattice, which is finite. It follows from Tarski-Knaster theorem [26] that, because F is monotonic, the fixpoint exists and can be computed by iterating the application of F starting from the least value of the lattice, i.e. / 0. The following is a well-known result about the relationship between safety games and the UPRE operator. The second part of the claim follows from the determinacy of finite safety games [14] . Proposition 1. Let C be a circuit specification and G C the associated safety game. Then (i) environment has a winning strategy in G C if and only if q I ∈ UPRE * (U ); and (ii) controller has a winning strategy in G C if and only if q I ∈ UPRE * (U ).
Symbolic implementation of UPRE There is a plethora of symbolic algorithms to do forward and backward state space exploration in large systems defined succinctly, e.g. [4, 7, 9] to mention a few classic works on the topic. The construction of a symbolic (monolithic or partitioned) transition relation is the first step of those algorithms. For deterministic systems, where the transition relation is functional, a transition function vector can be used to represent the transitions (that is, one distinct function for each latch). This is known to improve the performance of state space exploration algorithms in some systems, although this is not the case systematically; see [7, 9] . We consider both monolithic and partitioned transition relations in this work. We present 1) a version of the operators using the monolithic transition relation T (L, X u , X c , L ) constructed once at the beginning of the algorithm, and 2) an alternative version using only the partitioned transition relation. Our results also confirm that the preference between the two depends on the type of circuit (see Section 7).
More precisely, the monolithic transition relation is defined as
, where L represents the next step states. UPRE(S) can then be computed symbolically by the formula
Alternatively, we observe that since we have that ∀l
Abstractions of Safety Games

Conservative Abstractions
Computing the fixpoint of UPRE in safety games for circuits may be infeasible due to their large state spaces. For such circuits, we consider abstractions, which are games with smaller state spaces on which fixpoint computations are feasible. We follow the abstract interpretation framework [10] to build conservative abstractions, so as to make sure that if the abstract game can be won by controller, then the concrete game can also be won by her.
Let C be a circuit specification and G C = Q, q I , Σ u , Σ c , δ , U its associated safety game. Intuitively, abstractions will be obtained by partitioning the state space of G C and defining transitions between the elements of the partition. Formally, a game
• Q a is a partition of Q;
Notice that we require the abstractions to distinguish the initial states, and the abstract safety specification U a to cover U . Conservative abstractions give more power to environment [17] . We will show that if controller wins in a conservative abstraction, then it wins in the original game. We will refer to the states of G C as concrete states, and those of G a as abstract states.
We define the concretization function γ : P(Q a ) → P(Q) for this abstraction, defined by γ(S a ) = s a ∈S a s a , which gives the set of concrete states covered by a given set of abstract states. The dual operation is abstraction; we define two abstraction functions α, α : P(Q) → P(Q a ) as follows: α(S) = {q a ∈ Q a | S ∩ q a = / 0}, and α(S) = {q a ∈ Q a | S ⊆ q a }. Intuitively, α(S) is the smallest set of abstract states covering S; while α(S) is the largest set of abstract states entirely included in S. The pair (α, γ) defines a Galois connection:
Lemma 1 (from [10] ). The pair (α, γ) is a Galois connection, that is, for all s ⊆ Q and t ⊆ Q a , we have that α(s) ⊆ t if, and only if s ⊆ γ(t).
The following lemma shows the relation between α and α, which are, respectively, over-and underapproximations of given sets.
Lemma 2. For any S ⊆ Q, we have γ(α(S)) ⊆ S ⊆ γ(α(S)), and α(S) = Q a \ α(Q \ S).
Predicate Abstraction and Localization Reduction
In order to effectively construct abstractions from the concrete circuit safety game we use predicate abstraction [15] and localization reduction [19] . Predicate abstraction consists in defining abstractions by partitioning the state space by predicates, and is used e.g. in CEGAR methods [5] . Localization reduction is a special case of predicate abstraction in which predicates consist of single latches.
Consider any circuit specification C = X u , X c , L, ( f l ) l∈L , f BAD , and the associated safety game G = Q, q I , Σ u , Σ c , δ , U . Let P be a set of boolean variables, also called predicates, and ( f p (L)) p∈P be a set of formulas. We assume that there exist p I , p U ∈ P such that f p I ≡ q I , and f p U ≡ U . The predicates P partition the state space Q, i.e. B L = v∈B P p∈P f −1 p (v(p)). We will consider the conservative abstraction defined on this partition.
Formally, we consider the state space Q a = B P . Given S a ⊆ Q a , the concretization function is
The abstraction functions are defined accordingly:
The transition relation ∆ a is given by (q a , σ u , σ c , r a ) ∈ ∆ a ⇔ q a , σ u , σ c , r a |= T a , where
Abstract uncontrollable predecessors
We now define the uncontrollable predecessors operators in the abstract games. We define two operators, one yielding an over-approximation of the usual UPRE, and another one yielding an under-approximation. We let
Given a formula S a (P), representing a set of states from Q a , the operators can be easily computed symbolically as follows:
The following lemma shows the relation between the abstract uncontrollable predecessor operator and the concrete one.
Proof. We show the inequalities hold from left to right. Let q a ∈ UPRE a (S a
Lemma 3 implies, by induction, the following.
). This yields the following Theorem. Theorem 1. Let C be a circuit specification, G C be its associated safety game and G a C a conservative abstraction of it. If controller wins G a C then she also wins G C .
Optimizations
Because we consider conservative abstractions, if environment wins in the abstract game, one cannot conclude unrealizability right away. However, we can still use the information gathered during the computation of the abstract uncontrollable predecessors UPRE a . In fact, we will show that the states and actions that witness the uncontrollable predecessors in each iteration of UPRE a define a set of strategies which contains any concrete winning strategy for environment (Prop. 2 below). We then use this information to restrict future UPRE operations to these strategies.
Quasi-strategies of environment Formally, a quasi-strategy of environment in the conservative abstraction G a of a game G is a function Λ env : Q a → P(Σ u ) which maps any abstract state to a set of uncontrollable actions. Thus, a quasi-strategy can be seen as a non-deterministic strategy defined on a subset of states (in fact, Λ env can map some states to the empty set). We denote by γ(Λ env ) the concrete quasi-strategy in G given by γ(Λ env )(q) → Λ env (α(q)) for any q ∈ Q. Let S a ⊆ Q a , and W = UPRE * a (S a ). The set W describes a quasi-strategy Λ env W , defined by Λ env W (q) → {σ u ∈ Σ u | ∀σ c . ∃s ∈ W : (q, σ u , σ c , s) ∈ ∆ a }, for any q ∈ Q a . This quasi-strategy corresponds to the set of uncontrollable actions environment can play from states in W to stay within W . Note that not all strategies respecting Λ env W are winning for environment; although all winning strategies for environment choose actions prescribed by Λ env W . Proposition 2. Let G a be a conservative abstraction of a game G, Λ env be the quasi-strategy for environment defined by UPRE * a (U a ) and λ env a strategy for environment in G. If λ env is a winning strategy for environment in G, then ∀π ∈ Plays(G, λ env ).
Proof. Let S a ⊆ Q a and St i env (S a ) = {(q, σ u ) ∈ Q a × Σ u | ∀Σ c . ∃r : (q, σ u , σ c ) ∈ ∆ a and r ∈ UPRE i a (S a )}.
Let ι = max{i π | π ∈ Plays(G, λ env )}, which is finite since λ env is memoryless and winning for environment.
Consider any play π ∈ Plays(G, λ env ). We show that
Note that from the definition of U a we get that α(U ) ⊆ U a and that since St env is monotone (α(
We have r a ∈ α(UPRE j−1 (γ(U a ))) by monotonicity of UPRE, and by Lemma 4, we get r a ∈
Guiding UPRE using Λ env W For convenience, let Λ env = Λ env W . We define the concrete UPRE operator restricted to the quasi-strategy γ(Λ env ) as follows.
UPRE γ(Λ env ) (S) yields the set states from which environment can force to reach states in S by using actions compatible with the given quasi-strategy. Proposition 2 implies that because the quasi-strategy was extracted from the abstract uncontrollable predecessors fixpoint, this restriction is no loss of generality. Indeed, if environment has a winning strategy it is included in the quasi-strategy. It follows that if the abstract game is winning for controller, then this will be detected by UPRE restricted to γ(Λ env ). Theorem 2. Let G a be a conservative abstraction of a game G, and Λ env be the quasi-strategy for environment defined by UPRE * a (U a ). q I ∈ UPRE * γ(Λ env ) (U ) if and only if q I ∈ UPRE * (U ).
Proof. Observe that since UPRE γ(Λ env ) is a restricted version of UPRE, we have that UPRE i γ(Λ env ) (S) ⊆ UPRE i (S) for any S ⊆ Q and all i ≥ 0. Thus, if q I ∈ UPRE * (U ) then q I ∈ UPRE * γ(Λ env ) (U ). For the other direction recall that from Proposition 1 we have that q I ∈ UPRE * (U ) if and only if environment has a winning strategy in G. Assume q I ∈ UPRE * (U ) and that λ env is a winning strategy for environment in G. By Proposition 2 we get that
In particular, this implies that q I ∈ UPRE * γ(Λ env ) (U ), which concludes the proof.
Reachable states under Λ env W
As a second optimization, we restrict the exploration of both the concrete and abstract state spaces to the set of states which are reachable from the initial state when environment plays according to a winning strategy. This will allow us to prune the search space. As we will show, the set of states that are winning for environment but not reachable from the initial state, or those states reached by strategies losing for environment can be safely ignored.
Let post(S, λ env ) be the set of states reachable from s ∈ Q if environment plays according to λ env . We now formally define R(G) = λ env winning for env π∈Plays(G,λ env ) i≥0
Note that R(G) is empty if the circuit is controllable. We will omit G from R(G) when it is clear from the context. Ideally, we would like to restrict our computations to R(G). However, computing R(G) is clearly as difficult as solving realizability of the safety game G, so we will rather consider overapproximations of this set computed on conservative abstractions of G a . For any S a ⊆ Q a , and Λ env a quasi-strategy for environment in G a , the possible successors under Λ env are defined as follows.
Note that the post operator can be computed symbolically as follows.
Let G a be a conservative abstraction of a game G and Λ env W the quasi-strategy defined by UPRE * a (U a ). Now, Prop. 2 implies the following result.
Proposition 3. Let G a be a conservative abstraction of a game G and Λ env W the quasi-strategy defined by UPRE * a (U a ). Then R(G) ⊆ γ(post * (q a I , Λ env W )). Now, the first purpose of defining over-approximations of R(G) is to restrict the fixpoint computations on the abstract game to these states, so that the considered sets of states are smaller. This will, hopefully, lead to smaller BDDs. We define the UPRE a fixpoint computation restricted to overapproximations of R. Theorem 3. Let G a be a conservative abstraction of a safety game G, and let R a ⊆ Q a with R ⊆ γ(R a ).
The same idea can be applied to the post operator.
Theorem 4. Let G a be a conservative abstraction of a safety game G, and let R a ⊆ Q a with R ⊆ γ(R a ).
Using Abstract Partitioned Transition Relation As mentioned earlier, in some circuits, one can improve performance by using only a partitioned transition relation and avoiding the computation of the monolithic transition relation. In this paragraph, we explain how this can be achieved and combined with the reachability analysis in abstract games. Note that partitioning the transition relation works well in instances in which the transition relation is large (i.e. the size of the BDD needed to represent T a is large) but the fixpoint is reached in a small number of steps. On the contrary, if too many iterations are needed to obtain the fixpoint, then it is often more efficient to construct T a once and use it to compute the operators UPRE a and UPRE a , as the cost will be amortized in the long run. These observations are illustrated in the section on experiments.
Then the UPRE a , UPRE a operators can be computed as shown below.
Lemma 5. For any G a ,
We also present an operator yielding an over-approximation of the set of reachable states which can be computed with partitioned transition relations. Let S a ∈ Q a and Λ env be a quasi-strategy for environment in G a .
Note that post is defined, from post, simply pushing the quantification over X c inside. In fact, the exact definition of post contains the transition relation T a , which we want to avoid computing. The following lemma shows that this yields over-approximations.
Lemma 6. The set of abstract states reachable from S a in one step if environment plays according to
Note that one could also push the quantification over X u inside the conjunction in order to obtain coarser over-approximations. However, this alternative definition was not faster to compute, nor did it improve overall performance in our experiments.
Yet another CEGAR algorithm
We present a CEGAR-based synthesis algorithm, given in Algorithm 1, based on a combination of ideas introduced in [1] and [16] . The algorithm constructs abstractions using -initially -three predicates, namely, p I describing the initial state, p U an under-approximation of the losing states, and p R an overapproximation of the states reachable from the initial state under winning strategies of environment. The algorithm further refines the abstraction by localization reduction. In fact, the initial abstraction consists of the conservative abstraction defined by these three predicates, and at each refinement loop, some latch is made "visible", that is, added as a predicate.
We give an informal description of the algorithm. Given a conservative abstraction, the algorithm first computes W u at line 1, the fixpoint of UPRE a , restricted to R a which overapproximates R(G). If the initial state belongs to W u , then by Lemma 4, controller has no winning strategy (line 3). Otherwise, in the while loop of line 7, we compute W o , the fixpoint for UPRE a restricted to R a -which is an overapproximation on reachable states under winning strategies of environment. In this case, if the initial state does not belong to W o , then nor does it belong to the fixpoint of UPRE and we conclude that the circuit is controllable. Otherwise, we recompute the fixpoint for UPRE a by decreasing R a : we first compute, at line 13, the quasi-strategy for environment allowing her to stay inside W o , then restrict R a , at line 14, to states that are reachable under this quasi-strategy. These restrictions are justified since any winning strategy for environment is compatible with these (see Proposition 2). If we were not able to conclude, then the abstraction is too coarse and needs to be refined. At line 17, we compute the concrete UPRE of W u restricted to the quasi-strategy and to R a . If it turns out that W u was already a fixpoint for UPRE, then we know that the circuit is controllable (line 19) since W u does not contain the initial state. Otherwise, we refine the abstraction by making a latch visible, but also increasing U a using the information computed with UPRE a . The refinement step is given by the refine function described in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm is initially called with the abstraction given by the three predicates {p I , p U , p R } defined by p I ≡ {q I }, p U ≡ U , and p R ≡ Q. then controller has a winning strategy in G; if it returns not controllable then environment has a winning strategy in G. Moreover, the algorithms always terminates.
To prove the correctness of the algorithm, we first show the following invariants.
Lemma 7. The following invariants hold:
Proof. We prove these invariants by induction on the number of recursive calls. Initially, R a ≡ Q a which satisfies (1) by Proposition 2, and (2) is satisfied since γ(U a ) = U . Consider any recursive call of the algorithm, and assume that (1) and (2) hold at line 1. W u is defined at line 1. Let us show that U ∩ R ⊆ γ(W u ). This holds at any iteration of the fixpoint defining W u . In fact, we have U ∩ R ⊆ γ(U a ), and R ⊆ γ(R a ), so any iterate contains U a ∩ R a . The result follows since U ∩R ⊆ γ(U a )∩γ(R a ) ⊆ γ(U a ∩R a ). To show the right hand side inequality, it suffices to observe that γ(µX.(U a ∪ UPRE a (X))) ⊆ UPRE * (U ), which holds since γ(U a ) ⊆ UPRE * (U ).
The inequality then follows by monotonicity. Now we analyze the while loop of line 7 to prove (4) and (1) hold. Let us define
We proved the invariant for arbitrary R a satisfying R ⊆ γ(R a ).
We now prove invariant (1) on this while loop. In fact, because R ⊆ γ(W o ), the strategy Λ env defined on line 13 contains all winning strategies for environment, in the sense of Prop. 2. Now, if we denote R = µX.(q a I ∪ post(X, Λ env )), then R ⊆ γ(R ) by Prop. 2. By Theorem 4, it follows that R ⊆ γ(R a ). It remains to show that the invariants hold on the recursive call at line 23. Variable R a is not modified, so we need to show (2) , that is, U ∩ R ⊆ γ(U a 2 ) ⊆ UPRE * (U ). By the definition of W u at line 17, we
To show that other inclusion, it suffices to note that
Proof of Theorem 5. Assume that the algorithm answers not controllable, on line 3. By (3), we have
, which means that environment has a winning strategy. Assume that the algorithm answers controllable on line 10. By (4), we have R ⊆ γ(W o ), so q a I ∈ W o means that q I ∈ R, so controller has a winning strategy.
Last, assume that the algorithm returns controllable on line 18. We have that q I ∈ UPRE
The test of line 17 means that γ(W u ) is already a fixpoint of the latter equation. Moreover, we know that q a I ∈ W u by line 2. It follows that q I ∈ UPRE * (U ), and the returned result is correct. Now, termination follows from the fact that at each recursive call, a new latch is made visible, so at most after |L| iterations, we obtain the concrete game. In this case, UPRE a = UPRE a = UPRE, thus W u and W o are complementary inside R a . So the algorithm will either output not controllable on line 3, or controllable on line 10.
Strategy Synthesis
The first step of the strategy synthesis is to obtain the winning region for controller, that is, the set W of all winning states for controller. With the basic fixpoint algorithm -without abstractions, the algorithm computes UPRE * (U ) to decide that the circuit is controllable, so the complement of this set is the winning region. When Algorithm 1 determines the controllability of a given game, we compute a winning region as follows. We have, by Invariant (3), that γ(W u ) ⊆ UPRE * (U ), so γ(W u ) c is an over-approximation of the winning region. Then CPRE * (γ(W u ) c ) gives the winning region, where
Let S denote such a winning region. As a first step, it is easy to derive a quasi-strategy for controller from S : We define λ as λ (q, σ u ) = {σ c ∈ Σ c | δ (q, σ u , σ c ) ∈ S } for all q ∈ S , and σ u ∈ Σ u , and arbitrarily on other states. We denote by R(λ ) the set of states reachable from q I when controller plays any strategy compatible with the quasi-strategy λ . It is clear that R(λ ) ∩ U = / 0. In other terms, any strategy compatible with λ is winning for controller from states S .
We are interested in synthesizing a circuit implementing a winning strategy. However, the quasistrategy we just constructed is non-deterministic, so it cannot be directly mapped as a circuit. We are going to extract a deterministic strategy from λ , and show how the implementing circuit can be produced.
Theorem 6. Let G be a safety game, R a winning region for controller, and λ quasi-strategy of controller winning from R. Then the strategy λ returned by Algorithm 3 is winning for controller.
Proof. Let x 1 , x 2 , . . . be the ordered sequence of controllable inputs taken by the loop. Note that the function g x i is defined on iteration i. Let us denote by λ 0 the quasi-strategy given in input.
We show that the following invariant holds at the beginning of iteration i ≥ 1:
In words, the first invariant says that at all states in R(L), the partial strategy computed so far is compatible with λ 0 ; and the second invariant says that λ is satisfiable given any L, X u . This will ensure that λ is always a winning quasi-strategy. The third invariant states the functionality of λ for the first i − 1 variables. In fact, it states that, given L, X u , there is only one possible value of x j that satisfies λ . Thus, at the end of the algorithm, these invariants will yield that λ is a function compatible with λ 0 which is what we want.
The claim holds trivially for i = 1. Consider i ≥ 2. On lines 3 and 4, we define f x (L, X u ) (resp. fx(L, X u )), the subset of L, X u on which x i can be set to true (resp. false) by λ . On line 5, the set care is defined as the set L, X u where R(L) holds, and x j can only be set to either true or false. Intuitively, λ must be defined uniquely on this set, whereas it can be defined arbitrarily outside. In fact, outside R(L) we do not care about λ since it does not matter for winning; and outside (¬ f x (L, X u ) ∨ ¬ f x (L, X u )), we know that x j can take both values. On line 6, we define the function g x (L, X u ) by the restrict operator ⇓, which gives an arbitrary function compatible with f x (L, X u ) on the set care(L, X u ). This means that x i is set to 1 when R(L) ∧ f x (L, X u ) holds, and to 0 when R(L) ∧ fx(L, X u ) holds. It follows that, by construction, the updated λ is still compatible with λ 0 . Moreover, since g x (L, X u ) is a function, λ is also functional on variables x 1 , . . . , x i .
Finally, we present a possible further optimization. One could execute the algorithm once, recover the new strategy λ and re-run the algorithm with R ≡ R(λ ), which is clearly a winning region of controller. This would still guarantee the invariants hold and is thus sound. We evaluated four different algorithms: (C) the classical fixpoint computation with a precomputed transition relation; (C-TL) the classical fixpoint computation using the partitioned transition relation; (A) the algorithm 1 with a precomputed abstract transition relation; (A-TL) the algorithm 1 using abstract operators implemented to avoid using a transition relation (this implies post was used instead of the exact post operator).
Experimental results
The benchmarks that we used for the evaluation are provided for the SyntComp (Synthesis Competition) https://syntcompdb.iaik.tugraz.at/. At the time of submission of this work, there were 432 benchmarks provided by the organizers of the competition. We have submitted 102 additional benchmarks. Figure 1 summarizes performances of the algorithms on all our benchmarks. The horizontal axis is the number of instances that can be solved within the time limit given by the vertical axis. In general C-TL performs better, however the algorithms that use abstraction perform better on some examples. This is in particular the case for the "cnt" benchmark, as can be seen in Figure 2 . In these benchmarks, there is a counter (its size depends on the benchmark), the adversary can increment it and the controller should reset it at the right moment. The set of reachable states is enormous but the winning strategy is quite simple which may explain why abstraction works better. The abstract algorithms were able to solve more of these examples within the time limit of 500s that we fixed.
In Figure 3 we compared the size of the synthesized circuits with the size of the input circuits for the different sets of benchmarks. Most of the time, our method allows to find solutions that are not too big when compared to the input circuit.
It is worth mentioning that from the 534 benchmarks considered, we were able to determine realizability in under 500s for all but less than 30 of them. Amongst these, 369 are known to be realizable. We were able to synthesize a circuit, again in under 500s, for all but less than 35.
